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Part A     Resource Interpretation        

Use Resource I and your knowledge of the topic to answer the questions that follow: 

 

 

The co-existence of the administration systems started all the way back during the 

colonial period and continues into the present period. Sir Arthur Gordon was trying 

to preserve the  i-Taukei way of life through indirect rule and at the same time 

slowly introducing the Parliamentary system. This dual administration allowed the 

British to rule Fiji without interfering so much with the traditional leadership 

structure. 

Source: Government and Governance, Ministry of Education, 2012 

 

i. Name one of the two systems that co-existed in Fiji from 1886 to 2006. 

ii. Describe the role of the Great Council of Chiefs in this Dual Administration. 

iii. Explain a way in which the dual administration preserved traditional leadership 

structure. 

Question 2              CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN FIJI     

Part A                              Short Answers                                 

There are 6 questions given below, answer all 

1. Describe two impacts of the1990 constitution. 

2. Differentiate between communal roll and common roll with examples. 

3. State two factors that contributed to constitutional changes from 1970-2000 

4. Describe the role of the Legislative and Executive Council in the Parliament.  

5. Identify two impacts of the 1987 coup. 

6. Identify two requirements or provisions under the 1990 constitution. 
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Part B                                Resource Interpretation                                             

Use Resource and your knowledge of the topic to answer the questions that follow 

‘The greatest threat to our constitution is our own ignorance of it’. – Jacob F. Roecker 

‘The constitution exists to protect rights, not undermine them’. –Caroline Fredrickson 

i. Identify the threat of the 1970 constitution. 

ii. Describe two importance of a constitution to a nation.   

iii. Explain what could happen if there was no constitution in Fiji 

Question 3              VOTING SYSTEM IN FIJI  

Part A      Definitions 

There are 3 terms given below, answer all   

i. Electorate      ii.       Candidate      iii.        Election Campaign 

Part B                      Short Answers                       

There are 11 questions given below, Answer All 

1. When did Indians gain the right to vote? 

2. Explain the significance of a person’s participation in an election. 

3. State the difference between polling booths and polling day. 

4. Name the appointed Prime Minister of Fiji after the 2000 coup. 

5.  Identify one social effects of the 2000 coup. 

6. During the colonial period, how could people qualify to vote? 

7. Explain one role of the Supervisor of Election. 

8. Describe one of the leading issues for campaigning during the 1977 elections. 

9. Nowadays, who can vote in Fiji? 

10. Discuss the concept of Political representation. 

11. Explain how people can votes without joining the voting line. 

 


